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`PRESSURE SEQUENCE' - A NOVELMETHODOF PROTECTING SMART CARDSNeil Henderson and Pieter HartelDepartment of Eletronis and Computer Siene, University of Southampton, High�eld,Southampton, SO17 1BJ, United Kingdom.N.Henderson�es.soton.a.uk, P.H.Hartel�es.soton.a.ukAbstrat If someone knoks on your door, the hanes are that you an tell by thesound who it is. This simple idea is the basis of our pressure sequenemethod, whih reords the signal arising from a user tapping on a smartard. We have built a prototype, piezoeletri, sreen printed pressuresensor on a smart ard. We have also onduted an experiment with34 volunteers to assess the e�etiveness of the pressure sequene as anidenti�ation method. While the Equal-Error Rate (EER) of our urrentsystem is too high, we have identi�ed a number of improvements thatwill lower the EER and make the identi�ation more aurate. Thesensor and assoiated iruitry are inexpensive, making it feasible toembed our tehnique in medium to high-end smart ards.Keywords: Smart ards. Personal Identi�ation. Biometris.1. INTRODUCTIONThe seurity of an information system depends to a large extent on itsability to authentiate legitimate users. Other fators are also important,suh as the ability of the information system to withstand attaks ofvarious kinds. However, we will only be onerned with authentiation.The most powerful authentiation shemes have three omponents [9℄.1 The token: something the user owns.2 Knowledge: something the user knows.3 Biometris, something:� The user is (i.e. physiologial properties suh as �ngerprint,retinal pattern)� The user an do (i.e. behavioural patterns arising when signing,speaking, walking). 1



2Smart ards are in widespread use as the `token', and pin odes are ubiq-uitous as the `knowledge'. Biometris are not (yet) in widespread use,for reasons of ost, but also for reasons of soial aeptability. However,this situation is beginning to hange. Jain et al survey a number oflarge biometri seurity projets that are urrently in progress [8℄. Theyalso lay down the ground rules for biometris that are useful to existingand emerging e-appliations. A biometri should be soially aeptable,low ost, aurate and quik. Our work o�ers a novel, inexpensive andsoially aeptable biometri that is fun to work with. The auray ofour method is not yet adequate, but we are working on improvement.Carelessness and other operational mishaps [2℄ an defeat many seu-rity shemes. For example, PIN numbers and Passwords an be forgottenor disovered by malevolent third parties. Making matters worse, it hasbeen estimated that around one quarter of all ard owners atually writetheir PIN digits on the ard! [15℄. For low value debit transations, suhas for using a publi phone or for a transportation ard, presentation ofthe ard itself is deemed suÆient for the transation to our. Sinethe value of the ard is typially small, loss results in little more thanirritation for the owner, and there is little inentive for theft. Howeverin a multi-appliation sheme, many suh appliations may be ative,thereby inreasing the ard's value, hene its attrativeness to a thief.As smartard proessors beome more powerful, their apaity for run-ning more appliations and storing signi�ant amounts of data inreases[17℄. Following this trend, the ard's potential value to a user inreases,and hene there is an inreased requirement for protetion of aess tothe smart ard ontents.This paper disusses the requirements and onstraints of a novel sensorthat measures a behavioural trait, and uses the measurements to verifythe identity of the smart ard user. The next setion reviews some ofthe urrent methods for ahieving similar goals.2. RELATED WORKCurrently there exist a number of methods of restriting the use ofa smartard to its legitimate owner. These range from Passwords, PINnumbers and signatures, to biometri methods of veri�ation. Theyall rely upon the use of external devies for veri�ation. For example,PIN numbers and passwords must be entered through an external key-board, signatures must be written down, then veri�ed by a (typiallynon-expert) third party. Biometri methods of veri�ation are exeutedby the external apture of a harateristi, then the omparison of thislive harateristi to a template stored on ard. The omparison pro-



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 3ess often ours externally to the ard, and is subjet to toleranes setwithin the omparison algorithm.This ombination of referene knowledge held on smartard and theexternal apture and/or omparison of some quantity, is not designed toprotet a smartard's ontents. Rather it is designed to protet aessto an external servie or faility. The smartard plays both the roles ofkey and storage faility for a referene quantity. Suh a sheme is notentirely appliable to the protetion of a smartard's ontents. Firstly,multi-appliation ards would require either uniformity of external hard-ware (at eah point of use) or eah ative appliation running on ardwould require a veri�ation program tailored to the system at the pointsof use for that appliation. Seondly, if biometri veri�ation ours ex-ternally to the ard, the external devie determines the tolerane of theomparison algorithm. This, in e�et, exposes a user's data to someoneelse's idea of seurity.To irumvent these problems, we aim to inorporate all omponentsof a veri�ation system onto a smart ard. In this way, the ard's ownerassumes responsibility for the protetion of his data, and may seletthe tightness of seurity with a level appropriate to the value of thesmartard's ontents and to his paranoia.An alternative would be to embed the funtionality of the smart ardinto a mobile devie, suh as a PDA or a mobile phone. Indeed mo-bile phones with a biometri (�ngerprint) sensor have been announed.However, following this alternative route would require ATMs, POS ter-minals et. to be upgraded so that they an ommuniate with thenew, seure mobile devies, for example via a short range radio link, orinfrared. The hanges to the urrent world-wide infrastruture wouldrequire onsiderable investment, whereas our proposal requires no suhhanges.To augment the apabilities of a smart ard with a biometri sensor,one ould integrate a ommerially available �ngerprint sensor on theard. Probably all ommerial �ngerprint sensors are silion based, suhas the STMiroeletronis TouhChip, the Veridiom FPS1000, or theSiemens Fingertip Sensor. These devies onsist of a retangular arrayof between 10,000 and 100,000 apaitane sensors. The hips are large,ranging from 200 to 1000 mm2. The thinnest sensor (the Siemens) is1.4 mm thik. To use these devies, the �ngertip has to be plaed on(proteted) surfae of the sensor. The Thomson CSF FingerChip is ofa di�erent design. It is a thermal sensor, whih is used by sweepingthe �nger over a sensor `strip'. This makes it possible to have a smallerarray with only 820 sensors. The software then reonstruts the �n-gerprint. The silion-based sensors are all too thik, too large (risk of



4breakage) and too expensive to be integrated with smart ards. Beauseof the high resolution of (typially 500 DPI), silion based sensors, withthe assoiated software, o�er False Aeptane Rate (FAR) and FalseRejetion Rate (FRR) typially less than a permille. Most ommerialsystems use a PC for the atual proessing, making and veri�ationstimes in the order of a seond possible.Using a omputer keyboard to verify identity on the basis of be-havioural traits is attrative as keyboards are often already present. Asystem exploiting this would measure the `rhythm' with whih peopletype on keyboards. Joye and Gupta [9℄ give an overview of early workon keystroke dynamis, showing that a keyboard based rhythm sensoran be e�etive, o�ering an EER in the order of 5-10%. Proposals havebeen made to apply this tehnique also to users typing on the keypadsof ATMs, but we do not know whether any experiments have been done.We would expet that the typial sequenes that users type on ATMsare to short to be useful [13℄.Behavioural traits have some physiologial basis, but also reet a per-son's psyhologial state [12℄, as suh behavioural biometris will be in-uened by the mood, emotion and environment, in whih a person �ndsthemselves. Examples of behavioural biometris inlude; voie reogni-tion [11℄, in whih a spoken pass-phrase is sampled and ompared to areferene template. Use of the pass-phrase, requires that both the voieharateristis and the spoken word math with the template. Dynamisignature analysis [6℄, is a method of identifying a person based uponthe way in whih a signature is reated. It is insuÆient for a forger togenerate a signature whih merely resembles a person's genuine signa-ture, the dynamis of writing, suh as pen pressure, duration and orderof strokes are all aounted for in this method.One harateristi of voie and dynami signature biometris, is thatthe person under investigation must want to be reognised. A be-havioural biometri where this is not quite the ase is gait reognition[7℄, based upon the way in whih people walk, disguising gait is likely todraw onsiderable suspiion.As a onlusion of this brief survey, we believe that we have justi�edwhy developing tehniques to make the smart ard itself more apableis worth while investigating. This will be the subjet matter of theremainder of the paper.



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 53. SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS FOR ANON-CARD VERIFICATION SYSTEMA primary onern when disussing smartards is ost. Componentsrequired for a proposed on-ard veri�ation system must be of low ost.In addition, they must be both robust and reliable. For use on a smart-ard, omponents should be suÆiently exible to withstand the strainsof normal smartard use.One tehnology whih is ompatible with the above is that of PolymerThik-Film (PTF) [4℄. The PTF tehnology is one in whih materials areseletively deposited onto a substrate, typially, this is performed usinga sreen printing proess. Common PTF materials inlude ondutors,resistors, dieletris and piezo-eletris, whih together an produe de-vies with good sensing properties, robustness and be, importantly, oflow ost and high mehanial exibility [14, 16℄.Sine the veri�ation algorithm must run on the ard's proessor, itshould be as simple and eÆient as possible. The next setion desribesa potential method of identity veri�ation, whih makes use of a sim-ple PTF sensor and o�ers a reasonable level of disrimination, at lowomputational ost.4. A DESCRIPTION OF THE `PRESSURESEQUENCE' METHODIf someone knoks on your door, the hanes are that you an tell bythe sound who it is. In the early days of telegraphy, operators wouldidentify eah other by reognising the way in whih they tapped outmessages [12℄. These simple ideas form the basis of our pressure sequenemethod. There are two di�erent aspets to knoking on a door (or ona smart ard for that matter). The �rst aspet is that of the atualrhythm. As anyone an hoose a partiular rhythm, this will not be afraud resistant aspet to identify a person. The seond aspet is thatof the atual pressure exerted on the door/smart ard during eah ofthe di�erent taps. We would argue that this aspet depends mostly onbio-mehanial properties, beause these properties are determined bya omplex biologial system: the human hand has 19 bones, 19 joints,and 20 musles with 22 degrees of freedom [10℄. This o�ers onsiderablesope for a biometri that tries to distinguish between humans on thebasis of �nger, hand and wrist motion.Our ultimate aim is therefore to di�erentiate people based on the a-tual pressure pulse from the 'knok' itself, not on the rhythm. If wean do this, identi�ation will be independent of sequene, althoughthe sequene may be inorporated to add a further layer of disrim-



6ination. This is analogous to voie reognition, whereby, reognitionrequires both the voie harateristis expressed through a pass-phrase,and the pass phrase itself. Another analogy is identifying people by theway they type on omputer keyboards. Our work di�ers from keyboardbehavioural measurements in two essential aspets: �rstly we measurenot just on/o� swithes but omplete pressure urves. This gives moredetailed information. Seondly we do not rely on external infrastruture,suh as keyboards. Our measurement apparatus is stand-alone.Having disussed the foundation of the pressure sequene method, wenow desribe the experimental prototype sensor in the next setion.5. PROTOTYPE SENSOROur prototype sensor is a simple three-layered devie, omprising oftop and bottom eletrodes sandwihing an ative piezo-eletri layer.Applied pressure auses proportional harge generation within the piezolayer. Charge is measured using a simple harge ampli�er and ADC fornow onneted to a PC. The sensor is sreen printed diretly onto thesmart ard. The harge ampli�er is apable of measuring small hargesorresponding to gentle impulses on the smart ard with the embeddedsensor. The signal apture eletronis ould be pakaged into an ASIC(and onto the smartard), generating a small redued signal template,for eÆient omparison on the ard's proessor.

Figure 1 Smartard with Embedded Pressure SensorWe have experimented with one type of smart ard (PVC). The ardswe used were �nished, omplete with o�set printing. A typial PVC ardis thermally stable up to 80 oC [5℄. However, our sreen printing proessheats it up to 130 oC. Whilst it is tehnially possible to work withPVC that remains stable at higher temperatures, the ost e�etiveness



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 7of suh an approah is questionable. An alternative smart ard basematerial, Polyarbonate remains stable at temperatures up to 150 oC,but it is also onsiderably more expensive than PVC. Sine the prie ofthe atual plasti is a small fration of the total osts of a smart ard, itwould be possible to use materials that have high temperature stability.An alternative is to sreen print the sensor on Mylar, and then to bondthe sensor onto the ard, for example during a lamination proess. Wewill study the ost impliations, and also investigate the impliationsfor the o�set printing and further proessing steps, aused by possibleunevenness in the ard surfae.6. EXPERIMENTAL METHODTo validate our biometri, we invited students and sta� from ourdepartment to spend �ve minutes of their time doing an experiment.As one would expet, only a small number (34) of students and sta�volunteered. The population is thus self-seleted, rather than hosen atrandom. However, we believe that there is a reasonable variability in thepopulation to make our experiments valid. Our number of volunteers isalso omparable to that reported in other, similar studies [9℄. Based onthe outomes of our initial experiment we plan to mount a larger saleexperiment with a population that is representative for the populationat large, and whih is randomly seleted.Eah volunteer was asked to hoose a short tapping sequene (typiallylasting between 2 and 4 seonds), and to tap that rhythm 30 times, inthree groups of 10 sequenes. In the �rst sequene the ard was held inone hand whilst tapping with the other. In the seond sequene, the ardwas held in plae on a table with one hand, and in the third sequene,a mouse mat was plaed between the ard and the table. These threesenarios were thought to be representative of the way in whih oursystem would be used in the real world, and remove some experimentalbias. The volunteers were not given immediate feedbak on how theywere doing. Instead, they were asked to onentrate purely on tappingthe rhythm. Our experimental set-up is able to give immediate, visualfeedbak, showing the waveform as it is tapped. However, we disoveredin tryouts that this inited volunteers to vary their rhythms and thetapping motions to manipulate the visual ues. We felt that this reateda distration, and onsequently disabled the immediate feedbak.Table A gives an indiation of the property of the various rhythmshosen by our volunteers.



8 Volunteer M/F Age # Taps Sequene Shortest LongestGroup Duration Interval Interval(mS) (mS) (mS)ThomasF090200 M 41+ 2 438 388 388Marus030200 M 26-40 3 1004 263 566Paul M 18-25 3 1357 360 890Mauriio M 26-40 3 980 417 424Yavuz M 26-40 3 1289 383 621Lesley040200 F 41+ 4 1324 277 342Bob030200 M 41+ 4 1706 318 665Dan030200 M 18-25 4 1842 343 760Jeff030200 M 26-40 4 1273 269 475James030200 M 26-40 4 1298 237 492Danny030200 M 26-40 5 1911 227 424Yalin030200 M 18-25 5 2001 412 435Yean030200 F 18-25 6 2342 311 654Mark030200 M 41+ 6 3395 253 993Marijke F 41+ 6 2475 224 604Theo040200 M 18-25 7 2602 223 705Peter030200 M 26-40 7 3033 184 620Uli030200 M 26-40 7 3551 252 972Dave030200 M 41+ 7 2513 216 537Manabu M 26-40 7 4274 331 1340Dan M 26-40 7 3677 195 1062Alexa040200 F 26-40 8 3221 464 484Zaher020200 M 26-40 8 2746 271 488Andy R M 26-40 8 2601 229 816Thomas M 26-40 8 4388 393 1692Edward M 26-40 9 7108 436 1642Neil G M 18-25 9 2786 189 672Niola040200 M 26-40 10 5219 360 675Andy B030200 M 41+ 10 3655 306 787Hugh M 41+ 11 3655 340 1248Chee M 26-40 13 6816 208 756Pieter M 41+ 14 4797 552 1088Julie F 18-25 14 6882 347 644Enri M 36-40 16 5127 218 494Table A - Sequene Properties.The table shows that there is a onsiderable variety in the number oftaps people hoose, not obviously dependent of gender or age.7. RESULTSOur primary onern during this preliminary investigation was toidentify the key harateristis of a pressure sequene. In doing so ouraim was a redution of the raw data sequene to a small manageablekey, whih we hoped ould be used as a unique identi�er.With the key harateristis identi�ed, we would look at the onsis-teny with whih people entered their pressure sequene, and make a�rst attempt at haraterising the performane of our system.7.1. KEY FEATURES OF A PRESSURESEQUENCEAs a �rst disriminant in a sequene of pressure pulses we use thenumber of pulses beause it separates partiipants in the sheme intodi�erent sub-groups, making the proessing more manageable. However,a rhythm is easily overheard, and opied by an imposter, and we donot rely on this number as a distinguishing feature - see below. Thedistribution and onsisteny with whih people entered their sequeneis shown in Table B.



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 9No. Name Modal Pulse Samples Total % SamplesNo.(MPN) With MPN Sequenes With MPN1 ThomasF090200 2 26 30 872 Paul 3 30 30 1003 Mauriio 3 30 30 1004 Yavuz 3 30 30 1005 Marus030200 3 29 31 946 Bob030200 4 30 30 1007 Dan030200 4 29 33 888 Jeff030200 4 30 30 1009 James030200 4 29 31 9410 Lesley040200 4 26 35 7411 Danny030200 5 28 31 9012 Yalin030200 5 27 30 9013 Yean030200 6 30 30 10014 Marijke 6 27 30 9015 Mark030200 6 27 31 8716 Peter030200 7 30 30 10017 Dave030200 7 26 30 8718 Manabu 7 30 30 10019 Dan 7 28 30 9320 Theo040200 7 27 30 9021 Uli030200 7 28 30 9322 Zaher020200 8 30 30 10023 AndyR 8 20 30 6724 Thomas 8 27 32 8425 Alexa040200 8 30 30 10026 Edward 9 22 31 7127 NeilG 9 23 30 7728 Andy030200 10 28 31 9029 Niola040200 10 27 31 8730 Hugh 11 29 30 9731 Chee 12 24 30 8032 Julie0200 14 26 30 8733 Pieter 14 26 30 8734 Enri 16 5 30 17Table B - Distribution and Consisteny of pulses.Table B shows that approximately 85% of people entered their modalnumber of pulses, more than 80% of the time. One person in ourtrial performed partiularly badly, entering his most ommon numberof pulses only 17% of the time. We expet that onsisteny in real worduse would be lower than suggested in these ontrolled measurements,but hopefully not as low as demonstrated by our worst volunteer.The main features of a pressure sequene are Pulse Height, PulseWidth and Interval Duration. Eah pressure sequene of (n) pulses anthen be redued to the form:Pulse(1)Height, Pulse(1)Width, Interval(1),Pulse(2)Height, Pulse(2)Width, Interval(2),...Pulse(n)Height, Pulse(n)Width.All reorded sequenes were redued to this form, and an averagesequene template generated for eah person. Averages from the begin-ning (ie. First pulse and interval) of eah person's template are shownin Table C.



10 No. Name Height Name Width Name Interval(V) (mS) (mS)1 Enri 0.36 Pieter 8 Enri 1092 Thomas 0.37 James030200 9 Neil G 1183 Edward 0.40 Mark030200 9 James030200 1194 Julie080200 0.49 Thomas F090200 10 Chee 1225 Jeff030200 0.5 Niola040200 11 Andy R 1236 Theo040200 0.5 Andy B030200 13 Mark030200 1427 Andy R 0.5 Paul 16 Lesley040200 1498 Thomas F090200 0.54 Hugh 20 Andy B030200 1549 Paul 0.56 Mauriio 21 Yean030200 16510 Niola040200 0.58 Julie080200 22 Julie080200 18011 Hugh 0.58 Theo040200 23 Danny030200 18212 Lesley040200 0.59 Neil G 23 Dave030200 18913 Yalin030200 0.65 Manabu 23 Yavuz 19214 Mark030200 0.67 Dan 24 Thomas F090200 19415 Pieter 0.69 Thomas 24 Theo040200 20216 Mauriio 0.70 Bob030200 25 Yalin030200 20617 Uli030200 0.74 Edward 26 Mauriio 21218 James030200 0.74 Yean030200 27 Edward 22419 Alexa040200 0.76 Zaher020200 29 Jeff030200 23820 Dan030200 0.76 Alexa040200 29 Marijke 23821 Yean030200 0.77 Yalin030200 33 Alexa040200 24022 Chee 0.77 Jeff030200 33 Zaher020200 24423 Manabu 0.78 Marus030200 33 Uli030200 24824 Marus030200 0.82 Lesley040200 35 Marus030200 28325 Dave030200 0.87 Marijke 36 Pieter 28326 Andy B030200 0.87 Dan030200 40 Dan 29727 Peter030200 0.92 Andy R 42 Thomas 30628 Danny030200 0.93 Uli030200 42 Peter030200 31029 Neil G 0.94 Peter030200 43 Manabu 31430 Dan 0.99 Yavuz 45 Bob030200 33331 Bob030200 1.02 Danny030200 48 Niola040200 33832 Marijke 1.09 Chee 50 Hugh 34333 Zaher020200 1.14 Enri 63 Dan030200 38034 Yavuz 1.76 Dave030200 85 Paul 445Table C - Setion of Sequene Averages.Table C (Columns 2 and 3) show the variation in Pulse heights foreah person. Height values are given in Volts. The lowest average heightis 0.36V, with approximately 68% of this person's Pulse 1 samples fallingwithin the range of 0.23 - 0.51V. The highest First Pulse height averageis 1.76V, with 68% of all samples falling between 1.43 and 2.12V. Pulseheight exhibits a large variation within our sample and will therefore beonsidered a useful disriminant.Columns 4 and 5 show the smallest average �rst pulse width to be8mS wide, with 68% of this person's samples falling between 3.7 and11.3mS. The widest �rst pulse is 85mS long, with 68% of samples fallingbetween 52 and 118mS.Columns 6 and 7 show the variation within the �rst interval. Thisranges from the shortest interval being of 109mS duration (with 68% ofthis person's samples lying between 67.5 and 150.5mS) and the longestinterval of 445mS (with 68% of samples falling between 372 and 518mS).From the tables above it an be onluded that eah harateristi;Pulse Height, Pulse Width and Interval duration, all o�er a degree ofdisrimination between sequenes. The variation in all harateristis,between samples of di�erent people appears to be smooth. Reliane,therefore, upon one single feature harateristi, will o�er only disrim-ination between harateristis at the extremes of variation. Further-more, there is little orrelation between the relative positions of a per-son's harateristis within the table. For example Dan is ranked at



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 11positions 30, 14 and 26 aording to the three harateristis. It shouldtherefore be onluded, that a ombination of all three harateristiswould provide greater disrimination potential.With the key harateristis; number of pulses, pulse height, pulsewidth and interval duration identi�ed, the next setion desribes typialperformane of an identi�ation system using pressure sequenes.7.2. FALSE REJECTION RATESAs mentioned above, all sequenes olleted from eah person havebeen ombined into an average sequene for that person. This willbe used as an identi�er template for that person. In this setion allsequenes gathered from a person will be ompared to their averagesequene, under a range of aeptane toleranes. The number of legit-imate sequenes rejeted, expressed as a perentage of number of tries,is known as the False Rejetion Rate (FRR).The method of omparison was as follows:1 The number of features is: (pulse height, pulse width interval) �number of pulses. This ranges from 3�2 to 3�14 features.2 For eah of the 34 volunteers:For eah perentage between 0 and 100:(a) Set the aeptane range to the feature set as the average +/-the perentage(b) For eah of the sequenes of pulses of the urrent volunteer(the majority have tapped 30 sequenes):i Calulate for how many of the sequenes the entire fea-ture set is within the aeptane range. This gives thenumber of false rejets on the basis of the range alone.ii Sine some of the sequenes do not have all the requiredfeatures, they are rejeted as well. Add this to the num-ber of false rejets on the basis of the range alone, givinga total number of false rejets.Figure 2 shows the FRR (and FAR) for one of the volunteers plottedagainst perentage tolerane. Below a tolerane of 8%, all legitimate se-quenes are rejeted; between 8 and 14% FRR dereases rapidly, until,15% and above, where all legitimate sequenes are aepted. The har-ateristis of FRR urves from all other volunteers are similar, with FRRdropping to a minimum after 9% (Andy R) to 72% (Pieter) tolerane.



127.3. FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATESThe False Aeptane Rate (FAR) desribes the proportion of impos-tor sequenes, whih are falsely aepted to be another's sequene. Themethod of alulation is similar to that outlined above, the key di�er-ene being that all sequenes from other people are ompared to thetemplate sequene of one person. The aeptane threshold is varied,as above. Eah impostor sequene whih has both the orret numberof pulses and whih passes the threshold omparison is deemed a falseaeptane. A typial FAR urve is shown Figure 2. The urve labelled

Figure 2 Typial FAR and FRR Curves`FAR - Threshold Rejetions' onsiders only those sequenes with thesame number of pulses as the template. The number of pulses in a sam-ple is a disontinuous variable and is a funtion of the onsistany withwhih people enter their sequenes. If sequenes with a non-modal num-ber of pulses is inluded in the FAR alulation, then the resulting FARwill be arti�ially low. The `Threshold Rejetions' urve was generatedby the omparison of Peter030200's referene template with all othersequenes of seven pulses.Again this shows an inreased FAR beyond a tolerane of 8%. Beyond20% almost all other sequenes are aepted.The urve, labelled 'FAR - Inlude Non-Modal Rejetions', is the re-sult of omparing Peter030200's referene template with all other sam-ples, irrespetive of their number of pulses. All sequenes not ontaining



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 13seven pulses were immediately rejeted. To further quantify the disrim-ination amongst our entire sample, it was found that approximately 15%of all sequenes ontain seven pulses.Sine it is relatively straightforward for the number of pulses enteredby a legitimate user, to be either overheard by a third party or systemat-ially guessed, we believe that the higher FAR urve is more appropriate.7.4. EQUAL ERROR RATESThe Equal Error Rate (EER) is the point at whih FAR equals that ofFRR. EER gives some indiation of a biometri sheme's performane,and is inversely proportional to disrimination. Table D shows the EERfor eah of our volunteers.Volunteer EER % Tolerane atrossoverPieter 100 54.5Thomas 95.3 38.3Yavuz 94.6 33Manabu 93.9 25.7Mark030200 90.4 47.1Bob030200 80.7 19.8Edward 80 24.3Danny030200 79.8 14.8Niola040200 74 27.9Thomas 090200 66.8 23.3Dan 62.2 22.7Marijke 57 16.1Dan030200 55.9 17.7Marus030200 55 25Paul 48 27.5Hugh 46.3 24Peter030200 46.1 12.5Uli030200 44.4 13.1Dave030200 43.9 12.4Mauriio 42.8 24.6Zaher020200 41 14.1Theo040200 39.4 31.1Lesley040200 32.9 15.2James030200 27 21.8Yalin030200 26 13.9Alexa040200 23.6 12.6Andy R 23 8.8Yean030200 19 14.2Chee 15 10.7Jeff030200 14 14.7Neil G 3 18.8Andy B030200 0 25Julie080200 0 15Enri 0 20Table D - Equal Error RatesFrom our data it an be seen that the Equal Error Rates are high.This is not neessarily a problem; by reduing threshold tolerane, thenumber of false aeptanes will fall, and our system's hane of orretlyverifying identity will improve. The drawbak in doing so is an inreasein the rate of false rejetions.The Equal error rates range from 0 to 100, in our volunteer's se-quenes. Low equal error rates, predominantly ourring in sequeneswith large numbers of pulses, arise from the limited number of othersequenes with omparable pulse numbers. It is expeted that EER val-ues for suh sequenes will rise as more sequenes are aptured. A highvalue of EER arises from the variation with whih people entered theirhosen sequene.



14From our data, only one volunteer (Pieter) ould not be unambigu-ously identi�ed. Again, as samples from more people are olleted, wewould expet this number to rise.8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKBased on the simple idea that you an tell who is knoking on yourdoor by the sound alone, we have devised a method to verify the identityof a user to a smart ard. An inexpensive, sreen-printed piezoeletripressure sensor is integrated on a smart ard. The signals are measuredand mathed to the templates of a group of volunteers. With a simplemathing algorithm we are able to identify all but one of our 34 volun-teers. The EER is high but we have barely srathed the surfae of whatis possible with our apparatus.It is ommonly aepted that the performane of biometri systemssteadily improves as the subjets learn to give onsistent measurements[7℄. Our experiment olleted a unique set of sequenes, from eah volun-teer. They were given no immediate response on the quality of their mea-surements, and were, thus, unable to demonstrate improvement. This isan area for future work.Further, our referene templates were rudely onstruted - we usedall sequenes from a person, ontaining their modal number of pulses.Rather than taking a blind average of these sequenes, we propose dis-arding any statistial outliers before reating referene templates.We have performed simple analysis upon a simpli�ed representation ofour data. Even so, the results show that there are measurable di�erenesin the sequenes tapped out by eah person. We looked at the absoluteduration of pulses and intervals, rather than the relationship betweeneah feature. Sine, rhythms have tempo, and tempos an be hangedwhilst retaining the rhythm's overall struture, we aim to use both geo-metri and time-invariant tools to disover any underlying struture tothe sequenes.Our next step is to investigate whether there exist measurable dif-ferenes in the 'tap' itself. We will look at both the bio-mehanis oftapping (to theoretially assess possible disrimination), and at the de-tailed data already olleted using more powerful analysis and mathingtehniques, suh as hidden Markov Models, and Neural nets [1℄.To integrate the measurement iruitry with the other omponents ofa smart ard we envisage a similar approah as that used to build dualinterfae ards [3℄. These ombine RF reti�er, reeiver and transmitterwith regular smart/memory ard iruitry. The antenna is onnetedto the iruit as part of the pakaging proess. Using the same proess



`Pressure Sequene' - A Novel Method of Proteting Smart Cards 15we expet to be able to integrate our harge ampli�er, and ADC on thehip, with the remaining smart ard iruitry. It would also interestingto investigate how one ould exploit the apabilities of urrent dual-mode smart ards by replaing the antenna by a suitable (apaitive orresistive), sreen printed sensor.It is easy for an eavesdropper to overhear a sequene of knoks, tomemorise it and to use the same sequene on a stolen ard. Therefore,we plan to experiment with a sequene of squeezes, whih would benoiseless. The urrent detetor is sensitive enough to measure gentlesqueezes and the dynami range of the sensor and eletronis is adequate.Our group of volunteers is just large enough to draw statistiallymeaningful onlusions. However, we should like to ondut an ex-periment, with a larger randomly seleted group of volunteers that isrepresentative for the population at large.The pressure sequene system o�ers smart ards the ability to verifythe identity of its user without having to rely on external devies (ex-ept for power and lok). This is a valuable property beause externaldevies ould be tampered with. The smart ard an thus be on�dentof user proximity. Tampering with the sensor on the smartard itselfis always possible. Counter measures would inlude monitoring eletri-al properties of the detetor, suh as its apaitane, resistane andimpedane. This is an area of further work.AknowledgementsWe thank Eduard de Jong, Thomas Papakostas and Neil White fortheir help and omments, and we thank our volunteers for partiipat-ing in the experiment. Oberthur has donated the smart ards for ourexperiment.
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